d6
On the road with
Spevco and the US army
About digiLED
Manufacturers and suppliers
of the new digiLED range of
LED video screens and
scoreboards, the people
behind the digiLED product
range are some of the most
experienced in the business.
Its highly skilled team
has been instrumental in
identifying market needs,
sourcing the right product in
China, with Asia-based
experts on the ground to
oversee testing and
manufacture of the digiLED
product range.
The result is that digiLED
can offer a full range of
indoor and outdoor LED
screens and technology to
suit all applications from
football stadiums and
concerts to innovative
creative solutions for state
of the art projects. The
product range is based on
unrivalled value but
incredible quality at very
competitive prices.

Big pictures,
small prices

SPEVCO, the leading specialist trailer manufacturer,
recently took delivery of 3 digiLED d6 screens for a
contract to supply the US Army with three trailers
for its Virtual Army Experience recruitment tour.
Key to this project was the ability to meet tight
deadlines, digiLED had just 35 days to design,
manufacture and deliver all the modules.

APPLICATION
Working closely with VideoWalltronics, the AV system integrator for this project,
digiLED made sure that all the modules were delivered on time and within
budget.
Versatility is a major feature of digiLED’s range of products and its ability to
design

and

manufacture

bespoke

size

modules

to

SPEVCO’s

specific

requirements was crucial. Not only was space maximised by using these
bespoke modules but also SPEVCO’s need for the highest possible resolution
screen was fulfilled with the screens having an effective resolution of 384 x 288.
The quality of the digiLED d6 image at a value price was what finally sealed the
deal for SPEVCO.

SCREEN DETAILS
A bespoke module of 800mm wide x 900mm was specially designed and
manufactured. Assembled in a 3x3 configuration the screens are mounted onto
three separate trailers. Each screen measured 2.4 metres wide x 1.8 metres
high. PC-based LED manager processing software was supplied with each
screen.

COMMENTS FROM THE PEOPLE INVOLVED:

“With regard to the LED screens, we needed quality screens in a
hurry and at a competitive price. Because letting down the US Army
was not an option, we evaluated our sources and considering the high
recommendation from VideoWalltronics, the digiLED team was selected.
They manufactured the screens and delivered to us in 35days. The US
Army and Ignited Minds are very pleased with the product, results, and
the ability to stay in budget.”
Marty Tharpe CEO of SPEVCO Inc

"I have personally worked with the assembled digiLED team since 1999.
I hold the highest level of respect of their combined experience,
knowledge and understanding of today’s markets. In my opinion, there
is no other manufacturer I would trust to deliver our screens on time,
within budget, and of the quality they represent.”
Mitch Kaplan, VideoWalltronics

